In this paper, the adaptive estimation for varying coefficient models proposed by Chen, Wang, and Yao (2015) is extended to allowing for non stationary covariates. The asymptotic properties of the estimator are obtained, showing different convergence rates for the integrated covariates and stationary covariates. The nonparametric estimator of the functional coefficient with integrated covariates has a faster convergence rate than the estimator with stationary covariates, and its asymptotic distribution is mixed normal. Moreover, the adaptive estimation is more efficient than the least square estimation for non normal errors. A simulation study is conducted to illustrate our theoretical results.
Introduction
Nonstationarity is a very important empirical feature in many economic and financial time series. Over the past decade, there has been great interests in nonparametric and semiparametric models with non stationary covariates, existing literature includes Cai, Li, and Park (2009) , Chan and Wang (2015) , Chen, Fang, and Li (2015) , Chen, Gao, and Li (2012) , Dong, Gao, and Tjøstheim (2016) , Gu and Liang (2014) , Gao and Phillips (2013) , Juhl and Xiao (2005) , Karlsen, Myklebust, and Tjøstheim (2007) , Karlsen and Tjostheim (2001) , Liang, Lin, and Hsiao (2015) , Li et al. (2017) , Sun, Cai, and Li (2013) , Li (2011), Wang (2014) , Wang (2015) , Wang and Phillips (2009a) , Wang and Phillips (2009b) , Wang and Phillips (2016) , Xiao (2009) , Zhou and Lin (2018) . As we know, compared with nonparametric regression model, semiparametric regression models have the advantage of attenuating the problem of "curse of dimensionality. " Among them, varying coefficient models proposed by Hastie and Tibshirani (1993) have gained considerable attention due to their flexibility and good interpretability. By allowing the functional coefficients to vary over a index variable, it is an useful extension of the classical linear model. Thus, to study the varying coefficient models with non stationary covariates is very meaningful from both theoretical and practical aspects.
In this paper, we focus on the varying coefficient models with the form:
where X t = (X T t,1 , X T t,2 ) T , X t,i is a d i × 1 vector, i = 1, 2, d 1 + d 2 = d, X t,1 is stationary, X t,2 is non stationary, specifically an integrated of order one time series (denoted by I(1), see Hamilton (1994) for details), β(·) = (β 1 (·) T , β 2 (·) T ) T is a d-dimensional vector of unknown smooth functions, U t is a scalar stationary variable, and ε t is a stationary error term. In what follows, we assume E(ε t |X t , U t ) = 0, that is X t and U t are uncorrelated with ε t . Note that Y t is allowed to be stationary or non stationary in this model. Cai, Li, and Park (2009) and Xiao (2009) have considered this model by using local liner estimation method, which is based on the least squares type criteria. For ordinary least squares based estimators, a well-known drawback is that the efficiency will be reduced when nonGaussian errors are present. Motivated by efficiency considerations, we adopt the adaptive estimation procedure so that the new estimator can be adapted to different error distributions. This approach has been introduced in nonparametric models (Linton and Xiao 2007; Jin, Su, and Xiao 2015) and varying coefficient models (Chen, Wang, and Yao 2015) . However, only the cases where covariates are independent or stationary have been considered. In this paper, we will extend the adaptive estimation procedure to the varying coefficient model Equation (1) which involves both integrated (non stationary) covariates and stationary covariates. We establish the asymptotic distributions of the proposed adaptive estimators and show different convergence rates for the non stationary covariates and stationary covariates. The efficient EM algorithm proposed by Chen, Wang, and Yao (2015) is applied to implement our adaptive estimation procedure. Our simulation study illustrates that the adaptive estimator is more efficient than the ordinary least squares estimator when the error distribution deviates from normal.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces adaptive estimation method and the EM algorithm. The asymptotic results for the estimators are given in Section 3. A simulation study is presented in Section 4. Section 5 is devoted to the conclusion. Finally, the proofs are postponed to Section 6.
Adaptive estimation
Suppose that {X t , U t , Y t , t = 1, 2, . . . , n} are the observations. Assuming that β(·) has second order derivative, we have the Taylor expansion:
for u in a small neighborhood of u 0 . By adopting the local linear fitting method (Fan and Gijbels 1996) , the traditional least squares based local linear estimation of (u 0 ) = (β(u 0 ) T , hβ (u 0 ) T ) T is to minimize the weighted loss function (with respect to ):
where is a 2d-dimensional vector,
with K(·) being the kernel function and h being the bandwidth. We use a Gaussian kernel for K(·) throughout the paper for convenience. As the efficiency for the resulting least squares based estimator in Equation (2) may be reduced when the error is apart from normal, an estimation procedure which is adaptive to error distributions (Chen, Wang, and Yao 2015; Linton and Xiao 2007; Jin, Su, and Xiao 2015 ) is adopted here. Specifically, with f (·) being the probability density function of the error term and assuming to be known, the parameter vector (u 0 ) is estimated by maximizing the following local log-likelihood function (with respect to ):
Notice that the error probability density function is generally unknown in practice and has to be estimated beforehand. One can use a kernel density estimator, among others, based on some initial error estimators. For example, applying least squares or median regression based local linear estimator to obtain initial parameter estimatorβ(·), we can get an error estimator
. . , n. These residuals can then be used to attain the kernel density estimator of f (·) as follows:
where h 0 is an appropriately chosen bandwidth. Here, the leave-one-out kernel density estimator is used to wash off the estimation bias. Then the adaptive local linear estimator for (u 0 ) isˆ
where L n ( , u 0 ) is the estimated local log-likelihood function:
Algorithm: At (k + 1)th step, the following E and M steps are operated: E-step: Calculation of the classification probabilities p
Compared to the estimation Equation (2) which has a solution with closed form (see Cai, Li, and Park 2009) , the estimation Equation (5) does not have an explicit solution. A modified EM algorithm proposed in Chen, Wang, and Yao (2015) is applied here. That is, letˆ (0) (u 0 ) be an initial estimator of parameter (u 0 ), then we can update the parameter estimator according to the Algorithm 2.1 in Chen, Wang, and Yao (2015) . In order to be self-contained, we list the algorithm as above.
Then, according to the Proposition 2.1 in Chen, Wang, and Yao (2015) (it still holds in our settings as its proof procedure involves no conditions of dependence), the above EM algorithm monotonically increases the estimated local log-likelihood L n ( , u 0 ) after each iteration, i.e.,
Asymptotic results
Before presenting the asymptotic results, we give some notations and assumptions. For j ≥ 0, we define
, where η t is a strictly stationary α-mixing random vector process with mean zero satisfying, for some p 0 > 0,
where α(·) is the mixing coefficient. Here we adopt the condition (2.5) in Cai, Li, and Park (2009) to ensure that 
where A ⊗2 = AA T (A ⊗1 = A) for a vector or matrix A, (see Berkes and Horváth (2006) ; Billingsley (1999) 
Then, throughout the paper, we make the following assumptions:
• A4. U t has a compact support . Its probability density function g(u) is positive and bounded away from 0 and infinity, and has second order continuous derivative when u is in . Furthermore, the conditional density function of
• A5. The function β(u) has second order continuous derivatives when u is in the compact support .
• A6. As n → ∞, we have h → 0 and nh → ∞. Furthermore,
These regularity conditions are adopted from Cai, Li, and Park (2009); Chen, Wang, and Yao (2015) to facilitate the proofs of our main theoretical results. As is discussed in Cai, Li, and Park (2009) , the assumption A2 is fulfilled with some standard moment conditions if α(·) decays geometrically and the assumption A6 is satisfied for the optimal bandwidths selection (h = cn −γ for 0 < γ < 1 and some c > 0) under minor conditions, see Cai, Li, and Park (2009) for details. These two technical conditions are assumed to ensure that our mixed normal limiting results Equation (18) hold by adopting the existing results in Cai, Li, and Park (2009) . To obtain the mixed normal limiting results, these conditions might be relaxed by using the weak convergence to stochastic integrals tool given in Liang et al. (2016) . But we do not pursue this extension here. With these notations and assumptions, we have obtained the following asymptotic properties of the proposed adaptive estimator for parameter vector (u 0 ). 
Theorem 3.1 gives us the consistency of the adaptive estimatorˆ (u 0 ). To present the 
where
mixed normal distribution with zero mean
and random covariance matrix
When there is no integrated covariates (d 2 = 0), this theorem reduces to the Theorem 2.2 in Chen, Wang, and Yao (2015) . As is presented, when non stationary covariates are incorporated, the convergence rate involves an additional item n compared to the convergence rate √ nh in the stationary case. This indicates that the convergence rate of the estimator for non stationary part is n √ h, which is faster than that of the estimator for the stationary part. Moreover, it shows that the asymptotic distribution of the non stationary part is mixed normal while that of the stationary part is normal.
Based on Theorem 3.2, we can immediately obtain the asymptotic distribution of the parameter estimatorβ(u 0 )
Theorem 3.3. When the assumptions of Theorem 3.2 hold,β(u
where MN( β (u 0 )) is a mixed normal distribution with zero mean and random covariance matrix
Remark 2. Note that the proposed adaptive estimator and the traditional least squares based local linear estimator by minimizing Equation (2) (see Theorem 2.1 in Cai, Li, and Park (2009) ) have the same asymptotic bias, but have slight different asymptotic variance (the asymptotic variance for traditional local linear estimator is obtained just by replacing
In fact, the adaptive estimator has always smaller asymptotic variance than the traditional local linear estimator for non-Gaussian errors. This can be easily verified by using Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, since it holds that E(ε 2 t )E{ρ (ε t ) 2 } ≥ [E{ε t ρ (ε t )}] 2 = 1 and the equality holds if and only if f (·) is a normal density. Therefore,
. Thus, the adaptive estimator is more efficient than the least squares based estimator when the error is not normal.
Simulation
In this section, a simulation study is carried out to compare the performance between the adaptive estimator (adapt) and the least squares based local linear estimator (LS), for varying coefficient models with non stationary covariates. In order to facilitate the comparison, we first consider the independent and identically distributed (i.i.d) error with the following five distributions in the simulation experiment which were also considered in Chen, Wang, and Yao (2015) : Among these distributions, the standard normal distribution N(0, 1) is the baseline for the comparison. t 3 denotes the standard t-distribution with degree of freedom 3. The three remaining distributions are all mixed normal, but own different characteristics: (c) is bimodal, (d) is left skewed, while (e) is contaminated by some outliers. For each of the above error distributions, we generate our data as follows:
) T , we consider the following two cases: 1) ). Case (i) assumes that X t is a mixture of stationary and non stationary covariates, while Case (ii) considers a non stationary X t . In our simulation, we draw samples of sizes n = 200, 400 with N = 100 replications. Choose h = 4s U × n −2/5 and h 0 = 2sε × n −1/5 for both Cases (i) and (ii), where s U and sε are the standard errors of {U t } and {ε t }, respectively. Based on the theoretical result in Sun and Li (2011) , the CV-selected bandwidth via the local linear method is O p (n −2/5 ) when X t contains I(1) components. But instead of using this data-driven optimal bandwidth, we adopted this optimal order with a fixed constant 4s U . And for both cases, we use the same bandwidth in order to facilitate the comparison. The performance of estimateŝ β(·) is assessed via the averaged mean squared errors:
where {u k , k = 1, 2, . . . , 100} are the grid points on the interval [0, 1]. Tables 1 and 2 summarize the results from our simulation experiments. It can be seen that the AMSE and standard error of the adaptive estimator are smaller for all cases when the error is i.i.d and non-Gaussian. The efficiency gain is substantial even for moderate sample sizes. The corresponding results for normal errors are very similar for these two methods. It has also been shown in Figure 1 that the biases of these two estimators are almost the same, but the adaptive estimator owns narrower standard error curves than the least squares based ones. These findings are largely consistent with our theoretical results. In addition, when the covariates vary from stationary to non stationary, our AMSE decreases. This largely illustrates that the estimator with non stationary covariates enjoys faster convergence rate than that with stationary covariates. Next, in order to make comparisons, we conduct simulations for the cases that the error term ε t is weakly dependent, and that η t is weakly dependent. Specially, we consider the case that the error is AR(1) sequence: ε t = 0.5ε Tables 1  and 2 , it is as expected that the week dependences of ε t (AR(1) or MA(1) processes) don't have much impact on the performance of the estimates from Table 3 . And the corresponding results for normal errors are also quiet similar for these two methods in the dependent cases. Besides, we consider the cases that η t is weakly dependent, AR(1) or MA(1) processes, while assuming that the error is i.i.d with the previous five different distributions. It is shown that the weak dependences of η t don't have much impact on the performance of the estimates for both cases either from Tables 4 and 5. The observed simulation results are largely consistent with our theoretical results.
Discussion
In this paper, we extended the adaptive estimation method to varying coefficient models with non stationary covariates. We derived the asymptotic properties of the proposed estimators. The proposed estimation procedure can be applied to situations when the errors departure from normal. It provides a more efficient estimator than the least squares based estimation procedure. Simulation studies confirmed our theoretical results. However, there are still some interesting future research topics left. Firstly, it may be possible to generate our model to allow U t is non stationary or both U t and X t are non stationary. Secondly, it would be important to investigate the bandwidth selection method. In addition, it will be interesting to consider the hypothesis tests for the functional coefficients with the adaptive estimators. Finally, the idea of the adaptive estimation might also be extended to many other semiparametric models with non stationary regressors, such as semivarying coefficient models (Li et al. 2017) , single-index and partially linear single-index integrated models (Dong, Gao, and Tjøstheim 2016) , and varying coefficient partially non linear models (Zhou and Lin 2018) .
Proofs
By the adaptive nonparametric regression result of Linton and Xiao (2007) , we conjecture that the asymptotic results ofˆ (u 0 ) are the same whether the true density function f (·) is Table 5 . Performance of the estimates when η t is weakly dependent for Case (ii). used or not. The rigorous proofs are left for future work. Therefore, we will mainly show the consistence and asymptotic distribution ofˆ
Adopting the same arguments given in Proof of Theorem 3.1 in Wang and Phillips (2009a) , it holds that under a suitable probability space { , F, P}, there exists an equivalent process X * t,2
by using the fact that X [nr] ,2 ⇒ B(r) and the Skorohod-Dudley-Wichura representation theorem. Therefore, because of the consistency result in Theorem 3.1 and the asymptotic distribution result in Theorem 3.2 to be proved involves only weak convergence, without loss of generality we assume that X t,2 satisfies Equation (11), and X t , U t and ε t , 1 ≤ t ≤ n are defined on the same probability space { , F, P}.
Proof of Theorem 3.1.
and a n = (
We assume the objective function is
To prove that with probability approaching 1, there exists a consistent local maximizerˆ (u 0 ) of Equation (12) such thatˆ
it is sufficient to show that for any given γ > 0, there exists a large constant c such that
where μ has the same dimension as (u 0 ), see Proof of Theorem 1 in Fan and Li (2001) . By using Taylor expansion, it follows that
where Z t lies between ε t + r(U t , X t ) − a n X t (u 0 ) T μ and ε t + r(U t , X t ). Since
then we have
Similarly, we have − a n 2n
In addition,
. As δ 1 < 0, μ = c and R(u 0 ) is a positive-definite matrix, we can choose c large enough such that I 2 dominates both I 1 and I 3 with probability at least 1 − γ . Thus P sup μ =c Q(
The proof is completed.
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Now we provide the asymptotic distribution for such consistent estimatorˆ (u 0 ). The proof procedure largely follows from the arguments in Proof of Theorem 2.1 of Cai, Li, and Park (2009) .
Sinceˆ (u 0 ) maximize Q( ), then we have Q (ˆ (u 0 )) = 0. By using Taylor expansion, we have
where˜ (u 0 ) is a value betweenˆ (u 0 ) and (u 0 ). Then with n defined as n = 1 0 0 1 ⊗ D n and using the consistency result ofˆ (u 0 ) in Theorem 3.1, we have
For S n (u 0 ), we have
where for j = 0, 1, 2,
Then by using the strong stationary property of {X T t,1 , U t , ε t } and simple calculation, we have
Adopting the similar arguments in Theorem 1 of Cai, Fan, and Yao (2000) , one can show that
Hence, it holds that, for = 1, 2,
Therefore, we have
As for F n,j,1 (u 0 ), with the similar procedure to obtain (A.11) 
By noting that μ 0 = 1 and μ 1 = 0, then it immediately follows that
For T n (u 0 ), we can divide it into two parts: 
where the last equation follows from the proof of Equation (15). Moreover, for T n,1 (u 0 ) which determines the asymptotic distribution, we have
where (u 0 ) = E{ρ (ε) 2 }g(u 0 ) (u 0 ). The proof of the last expression concerning the mixed normal limit results follows from the similar arguments for the proof of (A.22), (A.24) and (A.25) in Cai, Li, and Park (2009 
